The concept of multicovering radius was introduced by Klap per [2] in the context of studying the security of stream ciphers. Let C be a code of length n and m be a positive integer. The m-covering radius of C is the smallest integer r such that every set of m vectors in F" is contained in at least one ball of radius r around a codeword in C.
I . INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
The concept of multicovering radius was introduced by Klap per [2] in the context of studying the security of stream ciphers. Let C be a code of length n and m be a positive integer. The m-covering radius of C is the smallest integer r such that every set of m vectors in F" is contained in at least one ball of radius r around a codeword in C.
We denote the m-covering radius of a code C by &(C). Then R(C) := R1(C) is the covering radius of C. For results on the covering radius, see to the book by Cohen, et. al. [ l ] .
In general we are interested in various extrema1 values associated with this notion: R,,,(F") := the smallest m-covering radius among length n codes, t,(n,K) := the smallest mcovering radius among (n, K ) codes.
The purpose of this paper is to derive new bounds by relqting the multi-covering radii of a code to a relativized notion of covering radius. For generality, we define this notion for multi-covering radii, although we shall only use the ordinary covering radius version. For C = F" we obtain the following corollary, which is essentially a restatement of Theorem 19.4.4 of Cohen, et. al. [l] (cf. also Theorem 19.4.2). 
THE 3-COVERING RADIUS OF HAMMING CODES

IV. COROLLARIES
It is known from Klapper [2] that for all n 2 Since ti (n, 2 k ) is bounded above by the covering radius of any binary linear code of length n and dimension k , we also obtain many bounds on multicovering radius by using known bounds on binary linear codes. The resulting tables of bounds are omitted from this abstract.
Using Corollary 2.2 and the results in Section 12.5 of Cchen, et. al. [ l ] we obtain asymptotic results on Rm(Fn). 
